Click Clever is an e-safety learning initiative developed in collaboration with KC and
delivered by Spinoff Productions. Click Clever addresses key issues of cyber bullying
and staying safe online.
It consists of: Two
original
plays
presented in a compelling and
innovative
way.
After
the
performance,
children
are
encouraged to discuss and
replay the events, changing the
choices that the characters have
made.
 A specially developed
teachers’ resource pack and a
DVD for use in follow up activities
(only available to schools that
take part).
The session begins with two Forum Theatre plays for all three year groups. Forum
Theatre is an innovative form of theatre where, after the play is finished, the
audience have the opportunity to rewind the action, stop it and take the place of
the main character. In doing so they are able to revisit some of the bad choices
made and try out new strategies for overcoming problems.
In "It's Only a game!" Alfie loves
playing games but he doesn't
always know who he's playing
with and he foolishly gives
away information that puts him
at risk. What should he have
done to stay safe?
In "A Joke Too Far" Emma
becomes the victim of internet
trolls when she doesn't think
about the stuff she shares online.
In both of our stories the audience have the opportunity at the end to replay the
action and explore what the main characters should have done differently to stay
safe. This is a highly effective and engaging learning tool and will have a lasting
impact on the children.

Using a combination of drama and direct
interactivity with the audience, the workshop
demonstrates the effects of cyber bullying on
children who have suffered from it. The
project gives practical advice on how to
avoid it and what to do if it occurs. The
children are drawn into the action, providing
advice and strategies for the actors to follow.

There is also an accompanying DVD and
resource pack for use in the classroom. We
have recently completed a successful tour of
Primary Schools in Hull and the East Riding of
Yorkshire.

This is what people have said about Click Clever:
The Yr6 teacher at Preston Primary School commented that:“The plays this morning were great – clearly getting the message across but in a
really engaging way... Age appropriate which was great for children in KS2. The
workshop effectively followed up the plays, focussing on clear messages. Activities
involved all children. Presenters were friendly and kept children on task”

The tour has previously been sponsored by Kingston Communications who, on seeing the
show said:“We think Click Clever is a brilliant production. The feedback from schools shows that
it is clearly filling a real need that is out there. We’d love more schools to book you so
that their pupils can see and learn from the production”
Others have commented:Excellent in the way they engaged the children by rewinding the action and asking
individuals to take part.
Head teacher
Really effective way of presenting the message of e-safety.

Year 4 Teacher

Very impressive. Rapport with children was particularly good.

Deputy Head

If you are interested in booking Click Clever for your school please contact us on
01482 210935 or email us at spinofftheatre@spinofftheatre.karoo.co.uk.

